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TIMOFEY  ARKHANGELSKIY (Hamburg)

DIALECTAL  VARIATION  OF  UDMURT  DISCOURSE  CLITICS

Abstract. Udmurt has numerous discourse clitics. Often multiple clitics attach to
the same host word, forming clusters. Clitic clusters in European languages have
been successfully modeled with clitic templates. In this paper, I am considering
ordering of discourse clitics across Udmurt dialects. I demonstrate that there is
significant variation between dialects in this respect, as well as some free variation
within varieties. While the template approach, with certain caveats, can be applied
to each individual Udmurt variety, it cannot be used to model the entire language.
I show that the order in clitic clusters is mostly idiosyncratic. In particular, it does
not depend on the semantics of the particles or the order of their appearance in
the language. Apart from that, I touch upon the peculiar situation whereby certain
discourse functions are expressed by particles of completely different origin in
different Udmurt dialects. I argue that this is due to a Jespersen’s cycle-style trans-
formation, when an existing particle is gradually replaced by a new one through
an intermediate stage, when both are used simultaneously.

Keywords: Udmurt, discouse particles, clitics, grammaticalization, dialectal variation.

1. Introduction 
 
Although my investigation has one subject, it has a variety of objectives. In 
terms of its subject, this paper is dedicated to certain enclitics and their combi-
nations (clusters) in the dialects of Udmurt. An example of such a cluster can
be seen in (1).
(1) Udmurt (Standard; Udmurt duńńe, 15.08.2014)

Ǯak"apaj, UdÍdÍadÍi-"ś peśanaj,      koncert-"ś b$rd-"sa śamen 
D. U.-EL grandmother concert-EL cry-CVB in.manner
košk-i-z,      m$zm-o=uk= Éni=pe              tabere. 
leave-PST-3SG miss-FUT.1SG=ENIM=already=REP now
’Džakyapaj, the old lady from Uddjadi, left the concert with tears in her eyes,
[saying] she is going to miss [the visitors from Finland she met] already now.’
There are several caveats that have to be made right away. First, as you

will see from the list in Table 1, the clitics in question are rather heterogeneous,
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and not all of them can be unambiguously called discourse (or modal, or prag-
matic) particles in the usual sense (Zimmermann 2011). Nevertheless, each of
them has some clearly pragmatic functions in at least one of its uses. Uniting
them under that umbrella term is thus not outright incorrect and has an advan-
tage of making it clear right from the start that the combinations I am referring
to are not pronominal clitic clusters. While the latter are common in European
languages and have been extensively researched (see e.g. Bonet 1991; Cardi-
naletti 1999; Hellan, Platzack 1999; Bošković 2004), far less is known regarding
the former. The only item on my list that probably cannot be described as a
discourse clitic at all is the question marker a. I am nevertheless including it
because it interacts with discourse clitic in clusters much in the same way those
clitics interact with each other.

Another caveat is that I remain agnostic as to the part-of-speech charac-
terization of the words in focus, which have been traditionally treated as
adverbs, conjunctions and/or particles. When calling them discourse particles,
I do not imply that “particle” is their part of speech, or indeed that there are
good reasons to have “particles” on the part-of-speech list at all (cf. Zwicky
1985). Neither do I imply, by calling them simply ”clitics”, that clitics might
be treated as a category of its own (Schachter, Shopen 2007 : 52—53) or consid-
ered acategorial (Zwicky 1985).

Finally, there has been a lot of discussion in the theoretical literature, both
formal and functional, as to what should count as a clitic and whether ”clitic”
is a good cross-linguistic category or comparative concept (Zwicky 1977; 1985;
Anderson 2005; Spencer, Luís 2012; Haspelmath 2015; 2022). However, Udmurt
elements seem to conform to any definition of clitic ever given, including the
most recent proposal by Haspelmath (2022) (”a clitic is a bound morph that
is neither an affix nor a root”). On the one hand, they cannot be used in isola-
tion and always form one phonological word with their host. On the other
hand, they do not have selectional preferences like affixes do, and can attach
to words of any part of speech. Therefore, calling them clitics is uncontro-
versial, regardless of the definition one adopts. While I have no preference
for any specific definition, what is important to me in their clitichood status
is that the way they are positioned inside a cluster can be a priori expected
to differ from both the way autonomous words are ordered in a sentence
and the way affixes are ordered inside a word.

As to the objectives, there are several. First, I am going to find out which
enclitic particles and particle clusters are available across Udmurt dialects. In
a sense, this study is aligned in its goals and methods with the recently emerged
field of variational pragmatics (Schneider, Barron 2008; Schneider 2010; 2021;
Aijmer 2013). The objective of this approach is, according to Schneider (2010 :
239), to add “the pragmatic level to the other language levels overwhelmingly
analyzed in dialectology”. Specifically, the first objective of my investigation is
subsumed under the study of dialectal variation on the “formal” level of prag-
matic analysis (Schneider 2008 : 20). The target variables in my case are clitics
(or absence thereof) that are employed in certain pragmatic functions. Out of
the main macro-social factors whose influence on the target variable is usually
studied in variational pragmatics, I am focusing on the region (or dialect)
of the speaker. Although I did not study the other usual factors (social class,
ethnicity, gender, age) systematically, they seem to play a much smaller role,
if any at all. Inter-speaker variability in my data is only witnessed in the settle-
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ments located on borders between contiguous dialectal areas. As to the methods,
my investigation satisfies the principles of empiricity (I study language use in
corpora and through fieldwork), contrastivity (I compare multiple varieties of
the same language) and, although to a lesser extent, comparability (Schneider
2021 : 672—673).

However, my primary focus is not on the semantics of discourse particles,
and thus not on the pragmatic level in the strict sense. Instead, I am mainly
interested in the syntactic properties of the clitics, namely their position in the
sentence and their position relative to each other when multiple clitics attach
to the same host word. The second objective of my research is to establish the
factors that may or may not affect clitic placement, namely, influence of contact
languages, order of their appearance in the language and their meaning. I will
only discuss the semantic side when it is relevant for this objective.

Finally, I am going to discuss why different dialects have clitics of differ-
ent origin that apparently have the same non-trivial meaning. I will demon-
strate how dialectal data can shed light on the historical developments that
might have resulted in the observed distribution.

Udmurt is a language spoken by around 300,000 people who mostly live
in the Russian region of Udmurtia and certain (mostly adjacent) parts of the
neighboring regions. Udmurt was only standardized in the 1930s, and the tradi-
tional dialects are alive and spoken in Udmurt villages on a daily basis. Tradi-
tionally, Udmurt has been divided into four supradialects: Beserman, Northern,
Central, Southern. The latter presents a rather sharp internal divide between
Southern proper, spoken mainly inside Udmurtia (further referred to as
Southern) and Southern Peripheral, spoken mainly in Tatarstan and Bashkor-
tostan (Kelxmakov 1998). Although Beserman has been recently recognized as
a separate language in Russia,1 it is actually rather close to, and easily mutually
intelligible with, the Northern varieties, which is why treating Beserman on a
par with Udmurt dialects as parts of an overarching languoid (Cysouw, Good
2013) makes sense. Dialectometric analysis (Arhangelxskij 2021) shows that
most other supradialectal borders, unlike the ones between smaller units,
are indeed rather strong and obvious. Although standard registers (standard
written Udmurt and the common urban vernacular) have exerted some influ-
ence on the dialects through education, books and mass media, most Udmurt
speakers never fully master them (Edygarova 2014). Udmurt has long been in
contact with Tatar (Turkic > Kipchak), which has had a significant influence on
Udmurt (Agyagási 2012), with southern varieties affected much more than the
northern ones. Recently, Russian has replaced Tatar as the dominant language.

My investigation is based on the data I collected during two field trips in
2021—2022, as well as on several corpora and published dialectal texts. The
field data consists of questionnaire sentences orally translated from Russian
into dialectal Udmurt, as well as some monologue and dialogue recordings.
During the 2021 field trip, I collected data in 10 settlements in Udmurtia,
Tatarstan and Bashkortostan, working with multiple speakers in each place.
In 2022, I worked with the members of the Estonian Udmurt community in
Tartu and Tallinn, who represented 13 local varieties in total (mostly one speaker
per settlement). This data was supplemented with relevant examples from the
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Permic.shtml) hosted by the Institute of Linguistics, whose language list is used for
official purposes.
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transcribed texts published by KelÍmakov (Kelxmakov 1981) and Nasibullin
(Nasibullin 1981), as well as from the Corpus of Standard Udmurt,2 the
Beserman Multimedia Corpus3 and the Corpus of Tatyshly Udmurt.4

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, I introduce the subset of Udmurt
discourse particles that are the subject of my investigation. In Section 3, I demon-
strate how the factors of scope and position inside the sentence can affect clitic
placement inside a cluster. In Section 4, the dialectal distribution of clitic templates
and variation is covered. Section 5 discusses historical processes that might have
led to the observed distribution of discourse particles in Udmurt dialects. This is
followed by a conclusion.

2. Udmurt discourse particles and clitic clusters 
 
2.1. Clitics to be investigated 
 
Udmurt counts a couple dozen clitics that can be subsumed under a broad notion
of discourse particles in at least some of their uses. In this paper, I am initially
focusing on the eleven particles listed in Table 1, although only a subset of them
will be discussed in detail. All of them are enclitics, i.e. they phonologically attach
to the right of their host word. In what follows, I am going to use the terms
discourse particles and discourse clitics interchangeably when referring to the eleven
items in question. With the exception of na ’yet/still’ (see details in Section 4),
they do not affect the stress placement in the phonological word.5 As is often the
case with pragmatic elements, the translations provided are loose and do not
cover the whole range of meanings the particles can have. In order to be more
precise, I will translate some of the particles with labels under which their rough
equivalents have been described in the typological literature. Some explanations
regarding the ranges of meanings available for each particle will be offered next
to the examples (2)—(9) that introduce them.

A large number of items in question have been borrowed from Turkic
languages throughout the long history of their coexistence with Udmurt in the
Volga-Kama area. Therefore, it would be reasonable to investigate to which
extent their syntactic properties in Udmurt could be explained by their prop-
erties in the donor language. The ”Source” column contains the borrowing status.
”Native” in this context means ’apparently not borrowed through a relatively
recent contact, i.e. from any Turkic language or Russian’.

Before moving further, a couple of short comments has to be made as to the
etymology of some of the clitics.

First, it has been claimed by Tarakanov (Tarakanov 1993 : 162), who, in turn,
was referring to the opinion of Munkácsi, that Udmurt (i)ńi ’already’ is a borrowing
of the Tatar inde ’id.’. Csúcs (1990 : 180) marks this etymology as dubious. Its areal
distribution (it exists and is very frequent everywhere, including Northern areas
where many other Tatar borrowings did not spread) and the existence of a very
similar item in Komi, which is closely related to Udmurt, also suggest that it was
not borrowed from Tatar.
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2 http://udmurt.web-corpora.net/udmurt_corpus/search.
3 http://multimedia-corpus.beserman.ru/search.
4 http://udmurt.web-corpora.net/tatyshly/.
5 This has been mentioned in the descriptive literature (e.g. Winkler 2011 : 31) and is
supported by my own observations. However, it has to be mentioned that the claims
about the stress placement — both those found in the literature and those made by the
author — have never been tested instrumentally, to the best of my knowledge.
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Table 1
List of discourse particles to be investigated 

Second, uk ’enimitive’ has been called either a Chuvash (Fedœneva 2008 :
215) or a Tatar (Csúcs 1990 : 298; Bartens 2000 : 322—323) borrowing, without
any substantial justification.

However, both theories have serious flaws, as there are significant mismatches
in phonology, syntax and semantics between Udmurt uk and both of its proposed
sources. I argue (Arkhangelskiy 2023a) that uk is actually a native item, which
has grammaticalized from a reverse-polarity tag question construction.

2.2. Functions of discourse clitics 
 
In this section, I explain the primary functions of each of the discourse clitics under
consideration, without going into much detail. Whenever semantics of a clitic has
been described in the literature, I provide a reference; claims not supported by
references are based on my own observations. Examples (2)—(9) below and the
corresponding comments only illustrate typical usages of the clitics.

The first clitic, no, is the standard coordinating conjunction. Apart from that,
it has a range of other uses. All uses of no fall under the scope of my investi-
gation. For example, in (2), it is used as an additive particle. Its main function
here is to introduce the additive presupposition (Karttunen, Peters 1979), i.e. to
signal that there is at least one other focus alternative.
(2) Udmurt (Standard; M ≈inam Udmurt́ije, 11.12.2012)

Tue      so-os-len    rad-a-z"           Alnaš-jos=no   pot-i-z". 
this.year that-PL-GEN series-ILL-3PL.POSS Alnash-PL=ADD come.out-PST-3PL

Clitic (standard /
most frequent
variant)

Dialectal
variants

Translation/
label

Source

no ’and’;
additive focus
particle

probably native
(Majtinskaq 1982 : 126;
Fedœneva 2008 : 217—218)

ik emphatic identity
(König 1986)

< Chuvash
(Wichmann 1987 : 65)

ńi ińi, iń, ni, ini, in ’already/anymore’ native: cognate ńin/ńi/nin/ni
in Komi (KÅSK 192)

inde ińde ’already/anymore’ < Tatar
(Csúcs 1990 : 180)

na ’yet/still’ native: cognate na in Komi
(KÅSK 185)

aj / alÍi jaj, ej, jej, alÍ, aji, 
ajko, älÍi

’yet/still’ < Tatar
(Tarakanov 1982 : 165)

a wa, ja question marker native: cognate e in Komi
(KÅSK 209)

pe reportative marker native: cognate pe/pe in Komi
(KÅSK 227)

d"r d$r, d%r ’probably’ < Tatar
(Csúcs 1990 : 162)

uk ug enimitive
(Panov 2020)

native
(Arkhangelskiy 2023a)

eś jeś enimitive
(Panov 2020)

< Tatar
(Csúcs 1990 : 172)
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’[Volumes of cattle farming have been decreasing in several districts for years.]
This year, the Alnash district also joined their numbers.’
The clitic ik can be primarily described as a particle of emphatic identity, in

terms of König (1986). It marks an argument in a proposition as co-referent with
an argument of another proposition present in the discourse. Further information
on its properties can be found in (Zakirova 2019; Zakirova, Kozlov 2022; Zubova
2016).
(3) Udmurt (Standard; Zakirova 2019 : 45)

Bak'a-"n   Maša uža,          n"lpi-os-"n=no   Maša=ik puk-e. 
garden-LOC M. work:PRS.3SG child-PL-INS=ADD M.=ID sit-PRS.3SG
’Masha works in the garden, and she is also the one who does the babysitting.’
The clitics na ’still/yet’ and ńi ’already/anymore’ ((4)—(5), (8)—(9)) can be

described as time adverbials in their primary sense. The same concerns aj/alÍi (7)
and inde, which are synonymous with na and ńi, respectively, in most (although
not all) contexts. However, they have other important senses, which cannot be
directly reduced to their primary functions. For example, na and aj/alÍi can mean
’apart from that’ and ’else’ in certain contexts, just like German noch and its other
European counterparts. aj/alÍi (but not na) also functions as a hortative particle.
(4) Udmurt (Bagrash-Bigra, Central/Southern)

Ta-iz         pomidor-jos vož-eś=na,    gord-jos-se 
this-3SG.POSS tomato-PL green-PL=still red-PL-ACC.3SG.POSS
mi            śi-i-m"= Éni. 
we.EXCL:NOM eat-PST-1PL=already
’These tomatoes are still green, we have already eaten the red ones.’
A, which marks question focus (5), and pe, which marks reported speech (6),

are rather standard representatives of the respective cross-linguistic categories. A
attaches to the head of the focused phrase. Pe tends to occupy the second posi-
tion inside the reported clause, but can be placed elsewhere as well. Although a
and pe are not discourse particles in their main function, pe can also be used
without any reported speech in a pragmatic sense roughly equivalent to the English
’kind of’ (Arkhangelskiy 2023b).
(5) Udmurt (Standard; Udmurt duńńe, 17.07.2009)

Ma-ke      vošt-iśk-i-z=a? 
what-INDEF change-DETR-PST-3SG=Q

’Did something change?’
(6) Udmurt (Standard; Udmurt duńńe, 02.11.2012)

Ta-iz-l"=pe           10 milÍlÍion mańet pala    kule. 
this-3SG.POSS-DAT=REP 10 million rouble around is.required
’That one needs around 10 million roubles, he says / they say.’
D"r (7) implies that the speaker is inclined to believe the proposition to be

true, but is not completely sure. It can be used both in declarative sentences
and in questions.
(7) Udmurt (Tatyshly district, Southern Peripheral)

So-os-len   n$lpi-z$       uʔ      veʔl-$=d»˝r=aj? 
that-PL-GEN child-3PL.POSS NEG.PRS walk-CNG.SG=probably=yet
’Their child probably doesn’t walk yet?’
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Uk (8) and eś (9) are representatives of a cross-linguistic category called enim-
itive by Panov (2020). This means that they mark the proposition as a piece
of information that is presumably uncontroversial for both the speaker and the
addressee, and can therefore be used as an argument in the discussion. Examples
of European enimitives include German ja and Russian vedx; English does not
have a grammaticalized enimitive. Although uk has not been called enimitive before,
such an analysis is corroborated by the fact that it is typically translated by European
enimitives in the dictionaries, such as Russian vedx, German ja or Finnish -han/ 
-hän. Zubova (Zubova 2016 : 448—449) provides a somewhat more detailed analysis
of the subsenses of the Russian vedx available for uk.
(8) Udmurt (Vavozh, Central)

Mon  t"n"d       vera-j=uk=ini,            oź" kar-"n" 
I:NOM you.SG:DAT tell-PST.1SG=ENIM=already so do-INF
ug       jara! 
NEG.PRS be.allowed:CNG.SG
’I’ve already told you you cannot do that, haven’t I?’

(9) Udmurt (Tatyshly district, Southern Peripheral)
Mon  t$n$d       vera-j=eés=iÉni,            oź$ kar-$n$ 
I:NOM you.SG:DAT tell-PST.1SG=ENIM=already so do-INF
uʔ      +ara! 
NEG.PRS be.allowed:CNG.SG
’I’ve already told you you cannot do that, haven’t I?’

2.3. Frequency properties of clitics 
 
As a further step in getting acquainted with the object of my investigation, consider
the frequencies of the clitics provided in Table 2. The figures in the three columns
represent the ipm (items per million) values in three corpora mentioned above:
Corpus of Standard Udmurt (contemporary written texts, mostly newspapers; 9.57M
words), Beserman multimedia corpus (spoken; 114K words at the time of writing)
and Corpus of Tatyshly Udmurt (spoken; 10K words at the time of writing). In
a sense, the two spoken corpora represent the geographical extreme points of the
Udmurt-speaking area: Beserman is close to its North-Western edge, while Tatyshly
(Southern Peripheral supradialect) is at its South-Eastern edge.

One thing which is immediately clear from Table 2 is that the clitics in ques-
tion are extremely frequent (some only in certain dialects though). Their frequency
is comparable to, or higher than, that of their most frequent European counter-
parts. For reference, noch ’yet/still’ and schon ’already; indeed’ in written German
have the ipm values of 3153 and 1544, respectively (DeReWo 2014). One reason for
this is that the Udmurt particles tend to be available in a wider range of contexts;
see the discussion of the examples (36)—(38) in Section 5, as well as the description
of meanings available to ńi by Zubova (Zubova 2016). However, according to my
preliminary observations, they also have a higher probability of appearance than
their German or Russian equivalents in contexts where the latter would be felici-
tous as well. Further investigation is needed to find out why this is happening.

Another obvious conclusion is that there are clitics that exist only in some
of the varieties. Out of the three varieties listed, Tatar borrowings inde ’already’
and eś ’enimitive’ only exist in the Tatyshly dialect, uk is absent there, and aj/ 
alÍi ’yet/still’ does not exist in Beserman. Also, out of the pair of quasi-synonyms
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na and aj/alÍi ’yet/still’, the former, i.e. the native one, is preferred in the stan-
dard written language, but dispreferred in Tatyshly. Although d"r ’probably’
exists in Beserman, it is far less common there than in the South (where it was
borrowed from Tatar).

The analysis of a subset of these clitics by Zubova (Zubova 2019) helps make
sense of the rest of the discrepancies. Her research reveals that genre and register
may dramatically affect their frequencies. While ik ’emphatic identity marker’ is
much more widespread in written texts, na ’yet/still’, ńi ’already’ and uk ’enimi-
tive’ exhibit the opposite trend, being more common in less codified texts. The
differences in the genre composition of the corpora (especially monologues/
dialogues ratio) must also explain the diverging figures for a ’question marker’ and
pe ’reportative marker’. To the best of my knowledge, these two are used rather
uniformly across Udmurt dialects, being obligatory (a) or nearly obligatory (pe) in
the same sets of contexts.

3. Clitic clusters and templates 
 
3.1. Clitic ordering in a cluster 
 
Given the abundance and high overall frequency of discourse clitics in Udmurt,
it comes as no surprise that many sentences contain more than one. When
multiple clitics choose the same host, all of them form one phonological word,
as in (1) or (10).

Clitic ipm (Standard) ipm (Beserman) ipm (Tatyshly)
no 35,982 18,235 33,961
ik 8810 3891 4207
ńi 5931 17,043 10,418
inde 0.8 0 3606
na 2656 5337 1703
aj/alÍi 656 [484, 867] 0 5324
a 1781 [1562, 1982] 14,998 [12,142, 17,969] 4756
pe 1530 5775 4809
d"r 764 [654, 869] 29 2688
uk 716 11,120 0
eś 0 0 3807

Table 2 
Relative frequencies of discourse particles in three corpora6

6 The occurrences oaf the particle uʔ,a ’isn’t it’ in Tatyshly, which originates from a
combination of a negative verb with a question marker, were excluded from the count
for uk. Since it is often impossible to tell apart no as a coordinating conjunction and as
an additive focus particle, all occurrences were counted. In other cases, homonymous
entities were disambiguated through random sampling. AlÍi ’yet/else’ is homonymous
(and cognate) with alÍi ’now’; a ’question particle’ is homonymous with the conjunction
a ’and, but’ borrowed from Russian; d"r ’probably’ is homonymous with d"r ’time’. This
poses a problem since the corpora I used contain ambiguous analyses. When calculating
the ipm values for these items in large corpora, I manually disambiguated a sample of
at least 100 search hits. The total number of hits was then multiplied by the proportion
of the item in question in this sample to obtain an estimate. Since the search hits were
randomized, the samples were representative of the respective corpora. For the figures
obtained through sampling, Wilson’s 90% confidence intervals are indicated in brackets.
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(10) Beserman (Shamardan)
Kureg=no=a= Éni      puza? 
hen=ADD=Q=already lay.eggs:PRS.3SG
’Is the hen laying eggs already as well?’

The ability to form chains, or clusters, is a well-known property of clitics
observed in many languages. Voluminous research on (mostly pronominal) clitic
clusters in Romance, Slavic and Greek languages allowed linguists to arrive at
certain generalizations. It turns out that if several clitics meet within one phono-
logical word, they tend to be rigidly ordered (Spencer, Luís 2012 : 47), i.e. out
of several theoretically possible orderings only one is usually acceptable.

European clitic clusters have been successfully modeled with the help of clitic
templates (Perlmutter 1971; Bonet 1991). Templatic organization means that all clitics
in a language are split into a number of sets, and the sets can be linearly ordered
from left to right, forming a template sequence. Clitics within a set cannot co-occur,
and whenever several clitics from different sets form a cluster, their mutual order
is the same as the order of their respective sets in the template. The set of clusters
accepted by a template can be further narrowed down by additional constraints
which disallow certain combinations of clitics. The most widely known example
of such a constraint is the ”*me-lui constraint”, or Person Case Constraint in Romance
languages. According to it, direct object clitics of any person other than 3 (e.g.
French me ’me’) cannot co-occur with dative clitics (e.g. French lui ’to him/her’).
This constraint has been later shown by Sheehan (2020) not to be restricted to clitic
clusters.

As we will see below, the template approach mostly works for each individual
variety of Udmurt. Even if my insufficient data does not allow for complete recon-
struction of a template in each of the varieties surveyed, it is in principle compat-
ible with the idea of a template. Two potential contradictions to templatic organi-
zation can be resolved by stipulating two different items for no ’and / additive
particle’ and taking the syntactic domain into account. However, before we get into
that, two general features of Udmurt clitic clusters have to be mentioned, which
make Udmurt somewhat different from the well-known Romance and Slavic cases.

First, although the ordering of clitics in a given variety is often rigid, some-
times it is not completely strict. An example of an entirely rigid ordering is (10),
where all alternative orders of the three clitics are considered unacceptable by
Beserman speakers. However, consider two further examples from the same
variety (11)—(12).
(11) Beserman (Shamardan)

T$n$d      so-je     vera-z=a= Éni? 
you.SG:DAT that-ACC tell-PST.3SG=Q=already
’Did s/he tell you that already?’

(12) Beserman (Shamardan)
KalÍ  muket=uk= Éni. 
now different=ENIM=already
’It (the life) is different now, isn’t it.’

These orders, a=ńi and uk=ńi, are clearly considered default by the speakers.
However, opposite orders (ńi=a and ńi=uk) are judged as acceptable by most of
them, even if most respondents accept them with reservations, adding that ”they
sound somewhat worse” or ”that’s how they would speak in another village”. There
are also four examples of ńi=a and three examples of uk=ńi in the Beserman corpus,



produced by different speakers. Although the ”default order” is two orders of magni-
tude more frequent (133 and 182 occurrences in the corpus, respectively), it is never-
theless not absolutely strict.

Moreover, there are varieties where certain pairs of clitics do not have a preferred
order, exhibiting both interpersonal and intrapersonal variation; these cases will be
discussed in Section 4.

As noted by Heap (2005 : 86), ”[t]he fixed-order generalization is so close to
being categorically true that it is hardly surprising so many linguists have [–––]
dealt with only invariably fixed-order clitic sequences without taking into account
variable sequences”. Absence of variation, inferred from the strict application of
the template model, is indeed sometimes presupposed: e.g. Zimmerling and Kosta
(2013 : 179) define clitic clusters as ”strings of clitics arranged in a rigid order
according to language-specific rules”. Udmurt data demonstrates that variation is
actually part and parcel of clitic clustering.

Second, different varieties of Udmurt have different ordering templates. Just
as phonological features or lexical items, the templates clearly demonstrate areal
distribution, i.e. settlements that are close to each other are likely to have the
same order of clitics in a cluster. Free variation within a template is observed at
the border between areas with different templates. Interestingly, some parts of
the template are invariable across the whole Udmurt-speaking area, while others
fluctuate a lot. This means that a template model — even if one allows for some
variation within a template — is only applicable to individual varieties of Udmurt,
but not to the language as a whole.

In what follows, I will mostly deal with this dialectal distribution of templates.

3.2. Dealing with apparent counterexamples 
 
As mentioned earlier, there are two potential obstacles for the applicability of the
template model to Udmurt data — apart from the ubiquitous variation. The first
one concerns an apparent violation of transitivity by the no ’and / additive particle’
clitic and manifests itself uniformly across dialects. The second one involves an
apparently semantically motivated variation in position of the reportative clitic pe.
In both cases, there is an interplay between the scope of the clitic and its position.

3.2.1. Violation of transitivity by no: narrow vs. wide scope 
 
A binary relation ”<” is called transitive if for any a, b, and c, the statements
”a < b” and ”b < c” imply ”a < c”. This is exactly the sort of relation imposed by
a clitic template, since it arranges clitics or sets of clitics along a single axis. In fact,
it has long been known that there are cases where such a property does not hold
in the strong sense. Consider the ”*me-lui constraint” in French. While, in terms of
the ordering relation for French pronominal clitics proposed by Perlmutter (1971 :
57), me ’1st person clitic (object/dative)’ < le ’3rd person clitic (object)’ and le ’3rd

person clitic (object)’ < lui ’3rd person clitic (dative)’, one cannot deduce that me 
< lui since the two clitics do not combine and the relation between them is there-
fore undefined. This is, however, a minor issue that can be remedied by intro-
ducing constraints which would disallow certain combinations of clitics. In that
case, it is still possible to employ templates for describing clitic clustering. Restric-
tions of such kind are sometimes considered the only obstacle to transitivity, as
e.g. by Heggie and Ordóñez (2005 : 15—16).
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Nevertheless, there is another potential scenario: if any two of the three clitics
a, b, and c can be combined in a cluster, it might happen that a < b, b < c and c
< a. Unlike with the ”*me-lui”-kind constraints, such a situation would be irrecon-
cilable with the idea of a template. However, at the first glance, this is exactly what
happens in Udmurt. We will consider Beserman variety in this subsection, however
relevant properties of no hold in every Udmurt variety I examined.

Consider Beserman examples (13)—(15), which include three clitics, no ’and /
scalar focus particle’, a ’question marker’ and ńi ’already’.
(13) Beserman (Shamardan)

Mon  t$n$d       pis-te              vand-i=ńi,          
I:NOM you.SG:DAT wood-ACC.2SG.POSS cut-PST.1SG=already
p$lÍ-$l-ono=no=a? 
chop-ITER-DEB=ADD=Q

’I’ve already cut the wood for you, do I have to chop it as well?’
(14) Beserman (Shamardan)

Ton         š$d-de             k$s-i-d=a= Éni? 
you.SG:NOM soup-ACC.2SG.POSS turn.off-PST-2SG=Q=already
’Have you turned off [the stove under] the soup already?’

(15) Beserman (Shamardan)
 »Əž-ez          z.k=kadÍ= Éni=no,       mal$-ke 
sheep-3SG.POSS big=like=already=ADD why-INDEF
odig pol=no    ez=na         pija. 
one time=ADD NEG.PST.3=yet give.birth:CNG.SG
’The ewe is kind of big already, but it has not yet given birth even once
for some reason.’

Assuming the template model is correct, how would the three clitics be ordered
in the template? The examples suggest that in clusters no is followed by a (13),
a is followed by ńi (14), and ńi is followed by no (15). However, this creates
a non-transitive, circular pattern (no < a, a < ńi and ńi < no), exactly like in the
hypothetical scenario described above. In addition, all three clitics can appear at
once, as in (9), so the situation cannot be remedied with the help of co-occur-
rence constraints. Importantly, the order of clitics in each of the examples is rather
rigid, with the alternatives judged as unacceptable or, in the case of (14), at least
degraded by the Beserman speakers. Therefore, this conundrum could not be
written off as a mere consequence of free variation.

There is, however, a solution to this apparent contradiction. It turns out that
the position of no in clitic clusters is strictly determined by its semantics and
scope. In (10) and (13), where no precedes the other two clitics, it acts as an
additive particle, translated as ’as well’ or ’even’; the same happens if it is used
as a normal coordinating conjunction. In this case, no can have variable scope,
e.g. over a NP in (10). The meaning of the first no in (15) is rather different. There,
it has a scope over a clause, attaches to its head and roughly means ’although
the speaker commits to the truthfulness of the proposition expressed in the clause,
some natural implications do not hold or are not guaranteed to hold by the speaker’.
Among its other functions, this latter no is used in concessive clauses (usually
in combination with ke ’if’). However, its area of applicability is broader than
just concessive contexts. For example, it is often used in monoclausal sentences,
where the implications that do not hold are not spelled out explicitly in a sepa-
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rate clause. The development of this sense could have been caused or reinforced
by the etymologically unrelated Russian conjunction no ’but’ (see Kaysina 2015 :
225).7

By splitting no into two distinct lexical items, ’additive’ and ’contrastive’, we
save the template approach. The two items receive distinct slots in the templates:
the additive one, close to their left border, the contrastive one, to the right one.
They also have different compatibility constraints. While ’additive’ no is compat-
ible with pretty much any other clitic, the ’contrastive’ one is apparently incom-
patible with those that contradict the speaker’s commitment to the information
conveyed in the clause, such as a ’question marker’ or d"r ’probably’. This gener-
alization holds across dialects, so that mutual orders in examples like (15) and
(16) are the same in all varieties I examined.
(16) Beserman (Shamardan)

So-ja-z          ar-e     so   ug      velÍt-$       val,
that-ILL-3SG.POSS year-ILL that NEG.PRS walk-CNG.SG be:PST
a    ta-ja-z           ar-e     velÍt-e=no 
and this-ILL-3SG.POSS year-ILL walk-PRS.3SG=ADD 
biź-$l-e=no= Éni.
run-ITER-PRS.3SG=ADD=already
’He (their child) did not walk last year, but this year he already walks and
runs.’

With this apparent contradiction resolved, Beserman clitics can be aligned in
a template, at least in terms of their default order (Table 3). Only those clitics that
exist in Beserman and for which I have enough data are listed here. The additive
no is labeled as noa, and the contrastive no is labeled as noc.

Table 3
Beserman clitic template 

(based on corpus data additionally checked with elicitation) 

Looking at the rest of the clitics, we observe the same trend: obligatorily narrow
scope puts the clitic close to the host word, while obligatorily clausal scope places
it at the end of the cluster.

One example of the narrow-scope clitic is ik ’emphatic identity marker’. When
it is used outside of a handful of lexicalised combinations, it always has a narrow
scope, marking an argument, an adjunct or (rarely) a predicate as focal and iden-
tical to the one in the preceding discourse. It rarely combines with other particles,
but the one it easily co-occurs with, a ’question marker’, is placed to the right of
it in every dialect (17).
(17) Udmurt (Staraya Monya, Southern)

Ta  sumka-jez tat'"=ik=a    pon-o-m? 
this bag-ACC here:ILL=ID=Q put-FUT-1SG.DELIB
’Shall I put this bag here as well?’

7 Nevertheless, we are clearly dealing with a native item in the examples above, rather
than with a borrowed conjunction. Unlike Russian proclitic no, Udmurt ’contrastive’
no is an enclitic and can be used in a monoclausal sentence; it also has a wider range
of acceptable contexts than the Russian no.

na 
’yet/still’ noa

a 
’question marker’

d$r 
’probably’

uk 
’enimitive’

ńi 
’already’ noc

pe 
’reportative’



3.2.2. Variable position of the reportative pe 

The reportative clitic pe8 provides an opposite example. Its core function is to
mark reported speech or thought, so it is normally encountered in sentences that
contain a reported clause and, possibly (althought not obligatorily), a framing/main
clause, such as š$r šue ’says the mouse’ in (19).
(18) Beserman (Shamardan)

Zarńi koko-de=pe           m$n$m vaj.
gold egg-ACC.2SG.POSS=REP I:DAT bring:IMP.2SG
’Bring your golden egg to me [s/he says].’

(19) Beserman (Shamardan)
”Mone=no=a=pe možet  leź-o-d$,” š$r     šu-e.
I:ACC=ADD=Q=REP maybe let-FUT-2PL mouse say-PRS.3SG

’ ”Maybe you will let me in as well?” says the mouse.’
Corpus data that I examined and elicited examples with pe that I collected in

the field reveal that, in all dialects, pe is in principle grammatical in any position
inside the whole sentence, including the framing clause. It seems that its only posi-
tional constraint is that it cannot appear inside PostPs or NPs.9 However, normally
pe appears inside the reported clause. Its exact position within the clause can differ.
In most varieties, including Standard Udmurt and Beserman, pe prefers to attach
to the first phrase (e.g. NP or PostP) of the reported utterance (18), which makes
it a second-position clitic (Bošković 2016, Haspelmath 2022 : 12). This position is
however non-rigid, since even in these varieties pe occasionally appears in other
positions or several times within the reported clause. In some varieties, pe may
prefer other positions. For example, it seems that in Tatyshly Udmurt, it is more
often encountered at the end of the reported clause; further research is needed to
clarify its properties across dialects. In any case, pe always has a scope over an
entire clause, marking it as reported. In clitic clusters, pe cross-dialectally almost
invariably occupies the rightmost slot (19).

There are however problematic examples like (20), where pe is followed by
another clitic.
(20) Udmurt (Tatyshly district, Southern Peripheral)

Moskva-j$n d$šet-śk-iśkom=pe=jeés        tińi. 
Moscow-LOC teach-DETR-PRS.1PL=REP=ENIM here
’Look, [she says,] we are studying in Moscow [, doesn’t she].’

Although examples like (20) are rare, I have attested them in different
dialects, as well as in the standard language. What’s more, this does not happen
due to limited free variation, as was the case with some Beserman clitics in Subsec-
tion 3.1. Comparing such examples with those where the enimitive clitic (uk or eś,
depending on the dialect) precedes the reportative pe, we can conclude that the
’outer’ enimitive belongs to another syntactic domain than the ’inner’ one. In (20),
the speaker uses jeś to mark the proposition ’she says they are studying in Moscow’
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8 The self-reportative clitic p. j/p$j/p" j/pi (which, unlike pe, does not exist in some
dialects) seems to follow the same pattern, but I did not include it in my investiga-
tion due to its much lower frequency. See Teptiuk 2019; 2021 for more information
on Udmurt reportative markers.
9 To be precise, this constraint is also not absolute, as pe can occur e.g. between the
nominal head and its adjectival modifier if one of them is in focus, while the other is
part of the sentence topic.



as an uncontroversial piece of information that the addressee should accept as an
argument in their discussion. The same happens in (21) with uk. The ’outer’ particles
thus describe the point of view of the current speaker and could be said to belong
to the ’matrix’ of the reported utterance (in terms of Spronck, Nikitina 2019) and
thus to a different syntactic domain than pe. In (22), on the other hand, the enim-
itive, probably used here to signal surprise on the part of the reported speaker,
who did not expect to see potatoes that big, belongs to the reported clause.
(21) Udmurt (Standard, Udmurt duńńe, 01.09.2009)

Škola-"n    gožja-śk-"n"=no     'ota-śk-"n"     d"šet-o=pe=uk! 
school-LOC write-DETR-INF=ADD count-DETR-INF teach-PRS.3PL=REP=ENIM

’But don’t they say that the school is for learning how to write and count?’
(22) Udmurt (Standard, udmurto4ka.blogspot.ru)

K"k m"ž"k b"d+a      kartoška-os-t"=uk=pe. 
two fist the.size.of potato-PL-2PL.POSS=ENIM=REP

’[S/he says,] ”Your potatoes are double the size of a fist, aren’t they” ’
In order to account for this scope sensitivity of pe, the template model must

be further restricted to the clitics that belong to the same syntactic domain (e.g.
originate from the same clause).10 With this additional constraint, pe is always the
rightmost clitic in the cluster.

3.3. Position of clause-level clitics in clusters 

The fact that, barring the situation described above, pe in Udmurt is always
cluster-final, is probably connected to the fact that it is the only clitic that can freely
move around the clause and, in most dialects, prefers to occupy the second posi-
tion. It is generally assumed in syntactic theories that the placement of clause-level
second-position clitics is a result of movement to a higher position in the syntactic
tree. If that is correct, we could assume that the clitics that undergo such move-
ment are placed further from the host word in clitic clusters than clause-level clitics
that do not undergo movement, let alone narrow-scope clitics. This hypothesis is
corroborated by the data from standard Komi-Zyrian, where not only p≠e ’reporta-
tive marker’, but also ńin ’already’ (cognates of the Udmurt pe and ńi, respectively)
can move to the second position — unlike in Udmurt, where clause-level ńi is
normally attached to the predicate. In Komi, these two clitics are attested in the
order opposite to the one Udmurt prescribes (23). Note that it clear from the context
of that sentence that ńin ’already’ originates in the reported clause, in contrast to
the Udmurt examples with clitics that follow the reportative pe.
(23) Komi-Zyrian (Standard; Komi mu, 14.06.2016)

Ki-n"m=p ≠e= Énin             uś-i-s. 
hand-1PL.POSS=REP=already fall-PST-3SG
’They sank into despair already (lit. their hands fell down), they say.’

Since both clitics undergo movement in Komi-Zyrian, the aforementioned
ordering rule does not apply to them, which is why ńin ’already’ can follow the
reportative clitic in the cluster.
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10 Impressionistically, I would say that the ’outer’ uk moves to the reported clause
from the main clause after the clitic clusters in the latter have been formed. This,
however, would require stipulating elliptic main clauses in examples like (21)—(22),
as well as adopting one of the syntactic formalisms and conducting rigorous testing.
As this goes beyond both the scope of this paper and my qualification, I use an
intentionally vague term ’syntactic domain’ here and leave the rest to further research.
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The rest of the clitics under consideration, in terms of their scope and place-
ment, occupy an intermediate position between the narrow-scope ik ’emphatic iden-
tity marker’ and the clausal-scope no ’contrastive’ and pe ’reportative marker’. Seman-
tically, they can introduce focus alternatives for constituents of various size. In
terms of their placement, a ’question marker’ always attaches to the focused phrase
of an alternative question, while the rest of the clitics usually attach to the predicate,
even if they actually modify a particular focused argument or adjunct in the clause.
The scope and position, which were demonstrated above to be an important factor
in clitic placement, do not play a role when ordering those. So in a sense, the
contest over who gets a place closer to the host word does not have obvious winner
candidates. Indeed, their placement is subject to a lot of variation, as we will see
below. In what follows, I will be only concerned with the clitics other than no (both
’additive’ and ’contrastive’), pe ’reportative’ and ik ’emphatic identity’.

4. Dialectal variation: constants and variables 
 
4.1. Dialectal templates 
 
If we assume that the problems outlined in Subsection 3.2 are indeed resolved,
and free variation can be allowed, then the data I have at hand allows me to
come up with a clitic template for each individual variety. However, it turns our
that clitics are ordered differently in different varieties, so each variety has its
own separate template. Templates reconstructed for different varieties of Udmurt
can be so different that it is impossible to produce a general template that would
describe the entire language.

The observed variation is, first and foremost, geographic (and, therefore, dialectal)
in nature. Settlements located next to each other tend to have same templates, and
settlements with same templates form contiguous areas. Whenever I worked with
multiple speakers who were born and raised in the same settlement inside one of
such areas, no other macrosocial factor (such as gender, age or level of education)
played any visible role. However, varieties of settlements located at the borders
between different areas sometimes allow for variation. Unfortunately, I do not have
enough data to determine if factors like age affect the preference for one of the
possible orders in those settlements. One other parameter that could theoretically
confound the data is the influence of the standard written register, which most
respondents learned in the school and some actively use. While I cannot reliably
exclude this possibility, I nevertheless have serious doubts that this would be an
important factor. Unlike heavily regulated vocabulary and morphology, things like
clitic ordering are seemingly considered ”ephemeral” by both Udmurt speakers and
language authorities. As a consequence, the latter do not try to standardize them,
while the former do not feel the urge to comply with the (apparently non-existent)
norm in this respect.

If we compare templates for individual varieties, we will see some stable
elements common to all of them, as well as some that are subject to significant
variation. Clitics with both stable and variable positions can be seen in Table 4,
which presents a unified template schema for all varieties.

The structure of this schema is the following. Each cell corresponds to one clitic
slot in a cluster. For adjacent cells, the left slot precedes the right one. Items without
parentheses correspond to clitics that can be analyzed as holding invariable posi-
tions across varieties. Items in parentheses indicate clitics that appear in the respec-
tive slot in at least one dialect, but not in all of them.
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Table 4 
Unified template schema for Udmurt clitics

As the enimitive particles are incompatible with the question marker, I repre-
sent the part of the schema between the extreme points na ’yet/still’ and aj/alÍi 
’yet/still’ as consisting of two branches, rendered as two non-adjacent table rows,
for convenience. The upper one contains a ’question marker’, and the lower one,
uk/eś ’enimitive’. Nevertheless, it can be linearized in each of the dialects, provided
certain co-occurrence constraints are added. D"r ’probably’ is supposedly incom-
patible with a ’question marker’, which is why it only appears in the lower row.
Items that are altogether absent in a minority of the varieties examined are not
taken into parentheses. The item inde ’already/indeed’, which exists in only one
of the varieties I have a reasonable amount of data on (Tatyshly Udmurt), also
always occurs at the rightmost end of the cluster. However, I have no data regarding
its compatibility and potential mutual order with aj/alÍi ’yet/still’ and did not include
it in the template. 

The stable part of the template consists of the clitic na ’yet/still’, which always
comes first, its quasi-synonym aj/alÍi, which always comes last, and particles a
’question marker’ and uk or eś ’enimitive’, which always come in between and do
not combine with one another. On the other hand, ńi ’already’ and d"r ’probably’
can occupy any place between na and aj/alÍi. Moreover, the position of ńi in the
upper row does not predict its position in the lower row: attested dialect templates
include those where it precedes a in the upper line, but follows uk in the lower
one, as well as vice versa. How variable the position of ńi can be even within
one settlement, can be seen from the template in Table 5 based on the data from
Bagrash-Bigra variety (Central/Southern; a point just north of Agryz on the maps).

Table 5
Clitic template for Bagrash-Bigra (Central/Southern)  

na (ńi) a (ńi) d"r (ńi) uk aj/alÍi 

4.2. Dialectal distribution of pairwise orders 

The pairwise orders are clearly subject to areal distribution. In the following maps
(see Fig. 1—3), the distributions of three pairs, ńi/a, ńi/uk and ńi/d"r, are plotted.11

Grey background represents the area where Udmurt is spoken12 (based on the 2010
census data). Each circle corresponds to a settlement for which the corresponding
order has been attested. White circles (○) denote orders with ńi ’already’ on the
left, black circles (●) denote opposite orders, and mixed circles denote varieties
for which both orders have been attested.

The distributions mapped have to be taken with a grain of salt for two reasons.
First, the amount of data behind each data point ranges from one example taken
from a published speech sample to dozens of examples produced by and discussed
with multiple speakers. In the former case (which, however, subsumes a minority
11 The order in the d"r/uk pair cannot always be deduced from the rest, but my data
on it is too scarce.
12 After Jurij Korjakov (https://minlang.site/lang/udmurtskiy-yazyk#&gid=1&pid=1).

na
(ńi) a (ńi)

aj/alÍi
(ńi | d"r) (ńi | d"r) uk / eś (ńi | d"r)

3*

https://minlang.site/lang/udmurtskiy-yazyk#&gid=1&pid=1


of data points), it is possible that the variety is actually a mixed one, i.e. allows
both orders, one of which has not been attested because of the insufficient data.
Second, there is question of comparability of data. During elicitation, which was the
primary means of data collection for varieties representing a total of 23 settlements,
I used the same questionnaire to control for factors like semantics and scope. The
examples I found in corpora or published collections, on the other hand, are rather
heterogeneous. Neverteless, I believe them to be by and large comparable to the
data I collected in the field. Comparison of corpus data for Beserman and Tatyshly
Udmurt with the respective elicitation responses shows that the two types of datasets
yield the same results, and pairwise orders of clitics tend to be the same regard-
less of the context — with the exception of two cases addressed in Subsection 3.2.

4.3. Factors that may have influenced the dialectal distribution 

Even if the sample the maps are based upon is not nearly as geographically
dense as the one in the Dialectological atlas (Nasibullin, Maksimov, Semenov,
Otstavnova 2009), and aforementioned precautions apply, this data still provides
a good first approximation of the dialectal distribution of Udmurt clitic templates.
What conclusions can we draw from it?

First, let’s look at the data from a purely dialectological perspective. The
isoglosses one may draw based on these maps do not coincide with the supra-
dialect borders in traditional dialectal classifications (Kelxmakov 1998; Maksimov
1999 : 171). This is hardly surprising for several reasons. First, it is known that
isoglosses of different kinds do not necessarily correlate with each other. Specifi-
cally, syntactic isoglosses can exhibit low correlation with phonological, lexical and
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Fig. 3. Areal distribution of the uk ńi (○) vs. ńi uk (●) orders.

Fig. 2. Areal distribution of the d"r ńi (○) vs. ńi d"r (●) orders.



morphological ones, as demonstrated e.g. by Scherrer and Stoeckle (2016 : 110) for
Swiss German. Since traditional Udmurt classifications are based on phonological
isoglosses and, to a lesser extent, on vocabulary and morphology, one should not
a priori expect clitic ordering isoglosses to align with them well. Second, a dialecto-
metric analysis by Arkhangelskiy (Arhangelxskij 2021) shows that although most
of the supradialect borders are rather strong, some are fuzzy, even if one only
looks at lexical data. This especially concerns the Eastern part of the border between
Northern and Central supradialects.

Although the position of ńi ’already’ with respect to any of the three other
clitics does not automatically define its position with respect to the others, there is
visible correlation. There is a large area where ńi ’already’ occupies the right slot
in all three pairs. In terms of traditional classifications, it consists of the western
parts of the Northern, Central and Southern Peripheral supradialects, as well as,
apparently, the southern and eastern outskirts of the latter. Similarly, in the central
and eastern parts of the Central supradialect (the triangle between Igra, Sharkan
and Izhevsk) and the central part of the Southern dialect (immediately to the West
of Agryz), ńi ’already’ tends to occupy the left slot in all pairs. The borders between
the two areas do not coincide completely for the three clitics, but, nevertheless,
seem to lie not very far from one another. Such a distribution would be compatible
with a diachronic process whereby ńi ’already’ started moving either from the
inside outwards or from the outside inwards in clitic clusters, outflanking one other
clitic at a time (different ones in different varieties). Also, the borders are more
vague than the isoglosses one normally sees in dialectal maps. This indicates, appar-
ently, that the transition from one template to another proceeded gradually rather
then abruptly. However, further research, prefereably involving diachronic data, is
needed to support or refute this hypothesis.

Second, the maps allow us to rule out language contact effects. Russian could
hardly influence Udmurt clitic templates anyway because Russian equivalents (or
particles perceived as equivalents by Udmurt speakers) follow rather different
prosodic and syntactic patterns. Unlike in Udmurt, Russian discourse particles are
often used as proclitics and are more free to move around the sentence. Tatar, on
the other hand, has a more similar system of discourse particles, many of which
have actually been borrowed into Udmurt and participate in its clitic clusters.
However, comparing the areal distributions with the information on the intensity
of language contact, we can conclude that the variation in the mutual order of ńi
’already’, a ’question marker’, d"r ’probably’ and uk ’enimitive’ is unlikely to have
resulted from Tatar influence. The intensity of Tatar influence decreases if one moves
from the South (many speakers of the Southern Peripheral dialect know at least
some Tatar, and some are bilingual in it) to the North. The position of ńi ’already’,
on the other hand, produces more of an East-West divide and involves both areas
moderately influenced by Tatar and those where the influence has been minimal.
The only way in which Tatar probably has affected Udmurt clitic ordering is the
mutual order of the clitics borrowed from Tatar. In the Tatyshly variety, where the
largest number of Tatar-borrowed discourse particle has been attested, their order
maps that of their Tatar sources (24).
(24) Tatar: -d$r < i0́ < äle; inde

Udmurt: d"r < eś < aj/alÍi; inde
Finally, one takeaway point relevant for the cross-linguistic study of clitic clusters

is that semantics clearly does not play any role in ordering discourse clitics.
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First, consider the two quasi-synonyms na and aj/alÍi ’yet/still’. Although the
sets of contexts where they are used can be slightly different, they have a signif-
icant overlap in each dialect, and are actually used interchangeably or simulta-
neously in most dialects (see next section). Nevertheless, na invariably occupies
the leftmost slot, and aj/alÍi, the rightmost one.

Second, na ’yet/still’ and ńi ’already’ in their core uses can be seen as ”semantic
twins”, just like German noch and schon, French encore and déjà, or Russian eщe
and uwe. One member of the pair normally replaces the other if the sentence
containing it is negated. Nevertheless, both Udmurt items for ’yet/still’ have cross-
dialectally fixed positions in the template, while the position of ńi ’already’ varies
both between dialects and within some dialects.

So basically, the positions of discourse clitics within a template, provided there
are no scope precedence relations between them, can be better modeled by stochastic
diachronic processes rather than explained by their semantics, contact influence or
the order of their appearance in the language. But if that is true, then why are the
positions of na and aj/alÍi ’yet/still’ fixed across dialects? Although I do not have
a definitive answer to this, a couple of observations can be made.

In some dialects, na seems to be more integrated in the morphology than
the rest of the clitics. This tight integration manifests itself in the finite nega-
tive verbal complex, which in Udmurt — like in many other Uralic languages
— consists of a negative verb followed by a connegative form of the main
verb. In principle, all clitics in question (probably with the exception of inde
’already’) can appear in the position between the negative and the main verbs
(Vilkuna 1998 : 212; see Georgieva, Salzmann, Weisser 2021 for an analysis).13

However, in certain dialects na has a number of additional properties when
placed inside the negative verbal complex than the rest.

First, na can appear twice inside the complex, attaching to both the nega-
tive verb and the connegative (25). In my data, such doubling is attested mostly
in the parts of the Southern (Loloshur-Vozzhi, Kadikovo) and Central (Sjumsi,
Ludorvaj, Buranovo) supradialects.
(25) Udmurt (Loloshur-Vozzhi, Southern)

Ta  $ž     pi'i   .v.l=ńi=no,             $žpi  ez=na        vaj=na. 
this sheep small NEG.EXIST=already=ADD lamb NEG.PST.3=yet bring:CNG.SG=yet
’Although this ewe is not young already, it has not yet given birth.’

Second, in combinations like that, at least in some varieties, na draws the
stress that otherwise would fall on the first syllable of the connegative and/or
on the negative verb.14 No other discourse particle affects stress placement in
any way, as far as I know.

Third, certain Southern varieties spoken in the Grakhovo district (the afore-
mentioned village of Loloshur-Vozzhi is situated there) feature a similar construc-
tion where the future-tense negative verbal complex interspersed with the double
na is used with past reference, so (26) is interpreted in the same way as (25).
(26) Udmurt (Grakhovo district, Southern; Atamanov 1981 : 52)

uz=na         iź=na 
NEG.FUT.3=yet sleep:CNG.SG=yet
’S/he has not slept yet.’
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The exact semantic contribution of na in (26), beyond its usual meaning ’yet’,
is unclear. However, most other Udmurt varieties would use the past-tense copula
here.

We may conclude therefore, that there are dialects in which na ’yet/still’ in the
negative construction is gradually turning into a morpheme. The fact that no other
clitic can appear between na and its host word aligns well with this hypothesis.

Aj/alÍi, on the other hand, has more freedom of movement than the rest of
the particles discussed in this section — although, apparently, also only in a subset
of the varieties where it exists. In the varieties of Porez (Southern Peripheral),
Verkhnjaja Igra, Jenaberdino, Kadikovo (Southern), Buranovo (Central), Stengurt
(Northern), aj/alÍi can move to the sentence-initial position (ceasing to be a clitic)
or to the second position (27), (28).
(27) Udmurt (Porez, Southern Peripheral)

So   ˛otÍi      badz"n, no  "žpi=alÍi  .z        vaj           so. 
that although big but lamb=yet NEG.PST.3 bring:CNG.SG that
’Although it (the ewe) is big, it has not yet given birth.’

(28) Udmurt (Stengurt, Northern; Kelxmakov 1981 : 91)
Soku=vedÍ=alÍ  mašina .j      val. 
then=ENIM=yet car NEG.PST be:PST
’There were no cars yet back then, you know.’

This property can probably be explained by the origin of alÍi. Just like its Tatar
source, äle, the Udmurt word is polysemous. Apart from being polyfunctional
discourse particles, both alÍi (in most Udmurt dialects and in standard Udmurt)
and äle are used as a time adverbial meaning ’now’ (which, apparently, is its original
sense that gave rise to the discourse uses in Tatar). In this sense, it can be placed
anywhere in the sentence, and is often found close to its beginning. Many varieties
have both kinds of alÍi. In all such dialects that I have surveyed, ’lexical’ and
’discourse’ alÍi can clearly be described as two separate lexical items. For example,
the ’discourse’ one is compatible with the past tense, as in (27)—(28), the ’lexical’
one is compatible with ńi ’already’ (29), and both can be used in the same sentence
simultaneously, as in (30).
(29) Udmurt (Tatyshly district, Southern Peripheral)

AlÍi  so-os   jev$l=ni=inde. 
now that-PL NEG.EXIST=already=already
’Now, they do not exist anymore.’

(30) Udmurt (Tatyshly district, Southern Peripheral)
AlÍi=no    ug      bert           š2sa  k$lÍlÍ-e=d%r=älÍi.15

now=ADD NEG.PRS return:CNG.SG COMP stay-PRS.3SG=probably=yet
’[He says that] even now, she is probably not coming back yet.’

Still, the simultaneous existence of a ’lexical’ alÍi, which has another placement
pattern, influences the way the ’discourse’ one can be placed inside a sentence. As
has been demonstrated for pe ’reportative’ (as well as Komi-Zyrian ńin ’already’),
second-position requirement or free placement within a sentence correlates with
the clitic’s preference for the rightmost slots in clitic templates.
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5. Multiple particles with the same meanings 
 
5.1. Clitic replacement through Jespersen’s cycle 
 
Let’s shift our focus to individual particles now. Data from Udmurt dialects reveal
a peculiar situation. Almost without exception, they all have approximately the
same set of meanings expressed by discourse particles. However, the particles that
express these identical meaning can be different (and of completely different origin)
in different dialects.

Consider pairs of examples like (8)—9) or (31)—(32), which feature transla-
tions of the same questionnaire sentences. In Tatyshly (Southern Peripheral), the
standard Udmurt enimitive uk apparently does not exist, but the same meaning
is expressed by eś, absent in most other dialects. Similarly, aj/alÍi is absent in
Beserman and the Northern dialects, while na only occurs very rarely in some
Southern Peripheral varieties.
(31) Beserman (Shamardan)

Ar   ta-leś   walÍlÍo ug=na       velÍt-$             val. 
year this-ABL earlier NEG.PRS=yet walk-NEG.PRS.3SG be:PST
’Last year, he could not walk yet.’

(32) Udmurt (Loloshur-Vozzhi, Southern)
So   k$lÍ-em        ar-$n    ug      vetl-$     val=alÍi. 
that leave-PTCP.PST year-LOC NEG.PRS go-CNG.SG be:PST=yet
’Last year, he could not walk yet.’

It happens rather often that the same lexical meaning is present everywhere,
but expressed by distinct words in different dialects. For example, a lot of vegetables
and fruits split the Udmurt-speaking area in two parts, where the Northern part
has a native or a Russian name for it, e.g. jablok ’apple’, and the Southern part
has a Tatar one, e.g. ulmo ’id.’ (Nasibullin, Maksimov, Semenov, Otstavnova
2009 : 216). There is nothing mysterious in such a situation: since apple trees are
cultivated in every settlement where the Udmurts live, there will obviously be a
word for ’apple’ in each dialect.

Discourse particles are a very different matter though. Unlike apples, they
do not refer to objects or concepts that the Udmurt speakers deal with for
extralinguistic reasons anyway. A language or a dialect could do without an
enimitive or a word with the polysemy of the Udmurt na or ńi just fine. Many
languages, like English, do not have grammaticalized enimitives. And while most
languages do have temporal/aspectual items equivalent to English yet, still, anymore
and already, they can group them differently. For example, most languages in the
41-language sample by Vandeweghe (2006 : 181—185) have separate items for yet
and still, in contrast to Udmurt.16 So if a certain discourse particle does not exist
in a certain dialect, there is no reason for its meaning to be represented by another
one or for its polysemy to be replicated elsewhere. Indeed, the enimitive appar-
ently does not exist at all in the Bavly variety (Southern Peripheral). Yet in almost
all other varieties all meanings listed in Table 1 can be expressed by one particle
or another. How did that come to be?

The areal distribution of the pair na and aj/alÍi provides a likely answer. While
there are areas where the latter does not exist (most Northern dialects) or the
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former is very infrequent and probably limited to a small set of contexts (parts
of Southern Peripheral dialects), there is a large area where both are employed
either interchangeably (33)—(34) or simultaneously (35). In the contexts where
both na and aj/alÍi are acceptable, the speakers claim there is no difference in
meaning whatsoever. Their claim is supported by the data: in dialects where both
clitics exist, each of them, as well as their combination, regularly appears in trans-
lations of same questionnaire sentences.
(33) Udmurt (Bagrash-Bigra, Central/Southern)

Mon  ńulesk-"  vaź   vu-i,          ot"n   gubi-os        .v.l=na. 
I:NOM forest-ILL early come-PST.1SG there mushroom-PL NEG.EXIST=yet
’I came to the forest too early, there are no mushrooms there yet.’

(34) Udmurt (Bagrash-Bigra, Central/Southern)
Mon  ńulesk-"  vaź  vu-i,          ot"n   gubi-os        .v.l=aj. 
I:NOM forest-ILL early come-PST.1SG there mushroom-PL NEG.EXIST=yet
’id.’

(35) Udmurt (Bagrash-Bigra, Central/Southern)
Mon   ńulesk-"  vaź   vu-i,          ot"n   gubi-os        .v.l=na=aj. 
I:NOM forest-ILL early come-PST.1SG there mushroom-PL NEG.EXIST=yet=yet
’id.’

Since aj/alÍi appeared in Udmurt later than na and, like other Tatar borrowings,
gradually spread northwards, different latitudinal sections of the Udmurt dialectal
continuum presumably represent different stages of the diachronic process whereby
na is gradually replaced with aj/alÍi. At the intermediate stages of this process,
both clitics are conceptualized as full equivalents and are used simultaneously. In
my data, respondents who predominantly used both clitics at once come exclu-
sively from the Central dialectal zone (Sjumsi, Vavozh, Ludorvaj, Buranovo, Iljin-
skoe). Speakers from the North did not use aj/alÍi at all. Speakers of the Southern
and Southern Peripheral areas, on the other hand, tend to use the two synonyms
interchangeably, but not simultaneously (and clearly prefer aj/alÍi in Southern
Peripheral varieties). Even if the newly borrowed particle used to be only a partial
semantic match for the old one and originally did not cover all senses expressed
by the latter, it probably aligned with it at the stage where both were used at once.
As a result, the new particle becomes available in all contexts where the old one
was used and eventually replaces it.

The process thus resembles the Jespersen’s cycle whereby one construction
is gradually replacing another without apparent change in meaning. It has to be
noted however, that I am referring to the formal stages of a process that Jespersen
(1917) illustrated with gradual diachronic replacement of negative elements, such
as French ne V > ne V pas > (V pas). The functional explanation Jespersen offered
for the initial stage of the process was that the speakers find the original item,
such as the French negative particle ne, (semantically) weakened and insufficient
and therefore ”strengthen” it by adding another element (in that case, the post-
verbal element pas). While I find this explanation unconvincing even when applied
to French (what does a ”weakened and insufficient negation” even mean?), it defi-
nitely does not work for Udmurt. Udmurt speakers start doubling their discourse
particles not out of necessity, but because these particles are available in other
languages they speak, and discourse particles are very easily borrowed (Matras
2010 : 81).
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The same kind of semantic alignment can be seen in the Russian L2 speech of
the Udmurt and Beserman speakers. Certain Russian words, which are perceived
as translation equivalents of native discourse particles, acquire new meanings and
are used in contexts in which they are hardly ever used by monolingual Russian
speakers. For example, Russian uwe (uže) ’already’, which is considered equiva-
lent to Beserman ńi, is almost as frequent in the corpus of L2 Russian produced
by native Beserman speakers (15,061 ipm) as ńi is in the Beserman corpus (17,043
ipm). This presents a stark contrast to standard Russian usage of uwe: its frequency
in the subcorpus of non-public spoken conversations of the Russian National
Corpus (which contains texts of approximately the same type and register as the
Beserman ones) is four times lower at 4175 ipm. This staggering discrepancy is in
part due to usages like (36), where Russian uwe is used by the Beserman speakers
in contexts where standard Russian uwe would be infelicitous, but Beserman ńi
is appropriate (cf. (37)).
(36) Beserman Russian (Shamardan)

”P$rtose” vot  etot           naz"va-jet-śa=uže. 
p. here this.M.SG.NOM call-PRS.3SG-REFL=already 
’That (a man moving in to his wife’s house after the wedding) is called
p$rtose [in Beserman].’

(37) Beserman (Shamardan)
A   ta-iz         teń  šort=a mar=a  šu-iśk-e=uk= Éni. 
and this-3SG.POSS here yarn=Q what=Q say-DETR-PRS.3SG=ENIM=already
’And I guess this thing (yarn) is called short [in Beserman].’

I am not able to explain why ńi/uže is used in these examples, and its
meaning here is clearly not temporal or aspectual. However, sentences that
mean ’X is called Y’ are one of the contexts where ńi frequently occurs.

Although borrowed uže is not nearly as frequent in Beserman as ńi, it co-
occurs with ńi in about half of all its occurrences in Beserman (38) (see also
Kaysina 2014). Given that the equivalence relation has been established, this
might prove to be an incipient stage of a shift from ńi to uže.
(38) Beserman (Shamardan)

KalÍ=uže      šer    leśt-o= Éni. 
now=already rarely make-PRS.3PL=already
’These days, they only make [felt boots] rarely.’

There are parallel pairs of items in Udmurt and Komi, which are suspi-
ciously similar in their meaning, and not cross-linguistically widespread, but
clearly distinct from the etymological point of view. Such are, for example, the
attenuative/comparative marker (-ges/-gem in Udmurt, Äeremisinova 2019;
-ǯ"k in Komi, Todesk 2015) or the self-reportative clitic (p.j in Udmurt and
miśa in Komi, Teptiuk 2021). In light of the situation with Udmurt discourse
clitics, it would make sense to investigate if a similar process could have led
to the parallel existence of such items.

5.2. Possible outcomes of Jespersen’s cycle 
 
One possible outcome of the Jespersen’s style is the disappearance of the older
element because it becomes redundant. There is, however, another option. If
the two elements always occur next to each other (unlike French ne and pas,
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which are separated by a verb), they can be lexicalized as a single item. For
example, na and aj could stick together at the intermediate stage, producing
a joint clitic naj.

Indeed, na=aj is a frequent combination in many varieties, and sometimes
it shows signs of phonetic reduction, being pronounced as naj. Nevertheless,
different preferred positions of na and aj/alÍi in the negative verbal complex
and their diametrically opposed slots in the clitic template ensure that they are
frequently interrupted by other material, as in (39)—(41). This precludes them
from collapsing into a single item.
(39) Udmurt (Kadikovo, Southern)

Pojezd .z=na        l"kt-"=aj=no,          l"kt-o-z=d"r=ińi. 
train NEG.PST.3=yet come-CNG.SG=yet=ADD come-FUT-3SG=probably=already
’The train has not arrived yet, but it will probably come [soon].’

(40) Udmurt (Ludorvaj, Central)
Dak milÍam       vań=na=ug=aj. 
well we.EXCL:GEN EXIST=yet=ENIM=yet
’But we still have some [sacks of pig feed].’

(41) Udmurt (Buranovo, Central)
So-os-len   n"lpi-z"       ug      vetl-"=na=d"r=aj? 
that-PL-GEN child-3PL.POSS NEG.PRS walk-CNG.SG=yet=probably=yet
’Their child probably doesn’t walk yet, does he?’

Otherwise, however, lexicalization of a clitic combination would be a realistic
scenario. Consider ajko, which is one of the regional variants of aj/alÍi. Unlike all
other forms of this particle, ajko could not have been derived from the borrowed
alÍi through regular phonological processes. In all likelihood, it is historically a
combination of aj ’yet/still’ and the hortative Russian clitic ko.17 Udmurt aj/alÍi
can also be used as a hortative clitic, attaching to imperatives (42), a function also
available to its Tatar source, äle. When ko was borrowed into the Central dialects
that had already borrowed aj/alÍi, the two were apparently used at once in this
context. Since there were no intervening elements in this case, this resulted in a
single clitic ajko. The equivalence relation between aj and ajko spread to other
senses as well, so that nowadays ajko can be used in the rest of the contexts avail-
able for aj/alÍi, in varieties where it exists18 (43)—(44). The original meaning of ko
thus ceased to play any role.
(42) Udmurt (Dubrovskij, Southern)

Tańi pomidor-jos, salat-e   jud=aj/ajko. 
here tomato-PL salad-ILL cut=HORT

’Here are some tomatoes, cut them for the salad.’
(43) Udmurt (Sjumsi, Central)

Ta   "ž     bad+"m=ke=no=ini, no  ez=na=ajko       pija=na. 
this sheep big=if=ADD=already but NEG.PST.3=yet=yet give.birth:CNG.SG=yet
’Although this ewe is big already, it has not yet given birth.’
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(44) Udmurt (Staraja Monja, Southern)
Ta  pomidor-jos vož-eś=ajko,  vu-em-ze 
this tomato-PL green-PL=still come-PTCP.PST-ACC.3SG.POSS
mi            śi-i-m=ńi. 
we:EXCL.NOM eat-PST-1PL=already
’These tomatoes are still green, we have already eaten the ripe ones.’ 

 
6. Conclusion 
 
Studying the dialectal distribution of Udmurt discourse particles and clitic clusters
allows us to arrive at cross-linguistically relevant conclusions.

First, clitic placement in clusters can be determined by hierarchies of scope
(ik ’emphatic identity’, two flavors of no ’and; additive particle’) and syntactic
constraints (pe ’reportative’). Still, these factors are only relevant for those three
Udmurt clitics, while the rest can be ordered by templates that can apparently
be arbitrary. Semantics, influence of contact languages and the order of appear-
ance of clitics in a language do not have any straightforward effect on their place
inside a template.

Second, clitic ordering templates can be subject to variation within a single
language. That variation is dialectal in nature: geographically close varieties tend
to have same templates. Additionally, there is considerable free variation, both
interpersonal and intrapersonal, at the borders between areas that have different
templates. That means that the perception of clitic chains as always conforming to
a rigid order is not entirely correct. What that also means is that when researching
clitic placement in a language with a weak norm and live dialects, one should not
expect the data collected from speakers of different varieties to instantiate a single
underlying grammatical structure.

Finally, looking at combination of discourse particles provides a potential
solution for the ’one meaning, different particles’ riddle. The fact that different
Udmurt dialects have completely unrelated particles that apparently have same
non-trivial semantics could be the result of a gradual, Jespersen’s cycle-style
replacement. In the course of this process, the meanings of two items are aligned
while they are used simultaneously.

The properties of Udmurt discourse clitics and dialectal distribution of clitic
templates raises a number of questions. Are same particles always available
in the same contexts across dialects? How does the preferred position of clause-
level reportative marker pe differ across dialects and what can affect its place-
ment? Can we model the diachronic processes that led to the observed distri-
bution of templates, perhaps using diachronic data? Can we find additional
evidence in the diachronic data that would shed light on how exactly Jespersen’s
cycle progresses in the case of discourse particles? Further research is needed
to answer these questions.
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Abbreviations 
 
ABL — ablative, ACC — accusative case, ADD — additive particle, CNG — connega-
tive converb, COMP — comparative, CVB — converb, DAT — dative, DEB — debitive 
mood, DELIB — deliberative future form, DETR — detransitive derivation, EL — elative, 
ENIM — enimitive  particle, EVID — evidential past, EXCL — exclusive pronoun, EXIST — 
existential verb, FUT — future, GEN — genitive, HORT — hortative particle, ID —  particle 
of emphatic identity, ILL — illative case, IMP — imperative, INDEF —  indefinite marker, 
INF — infinitive, INS — instrumental, ITER — iterative derivation, LOC — locative, M — 
masculine gender, NEG — negation, NOM — nominative, PL — plural, POSS — posses-
sive, PRS — present, PST — past, PTCP — participle, Q — question marker, REFL — 
reflexive, REP — reported speech marker, SG —  singular.

L2 — second language, NP — noun phrase, PostP — postpositional phrase, V — 
verb. 

DeReWo 2014 — Korpusbasierte Wortformenliste DeReWo, DeReKo-2014-II-
MainArchive-STT.100000. Institut für Deutsche Sprache, Programmbereich Korpus-
linguistik, Mannheim, Deutschland. https://www.ids-mannheim.de/; SRNG — Slo-
varx russkih narodnyh govorov. Выпуск 12. Зубреха-Калумаги, Mockva 1977.
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TIMOFEЙ  АРХАНГЕЛЬСКИЙ (Gamburg)

ДИАЛЕКТНАЯ  ВАРИАТИВНОСТЬ   
УДМУРТСКИХ  ДИСКУРСИВНЫХ  КЛИТИК 

Удмуртский язык обладает множеством дискурсивных клитик. Нередко несколько
клитик входят в одно фонетическое слово, образуя цепочку. В европейских языках
цепочки клитик давно и успешно моделируются с помощью так называемых шаб-
лонов. В этой статье я рассматриваю взаимный порядок клитик внутри цепочек
в разных удмуртских диалектах. Я показываю, что в этой области диалекты де-
монстрируют существенные различия, а некоторые диалекты к тому же допускают
свободное варьирование. Хотя цепочки клитик и можно, с некоторыми оговорка-
ми, моделировать с помощью шаблонов в каждом конкретном диалекте, для уд-
муртского языка в целом такой подход оказывается неприменим. Порядок клитик
в цепочке в общем случае может быть произвольным. В частности, он не зависит
от семантики частиц или порядка их появления в языке. Кроме того, я рассмат-
риваю одно примечательное свойство удмуртского языка: существует ряд нетри-
виальных дискурсивных функций, которые доступны во всех или почти во всех
его диалектах, но одна и та же функция может выражаться частицами совершен-
но разного происхождения в разных диалектах. Я объясняю это явление циклом
Есперсена, в ходе которого одна частица постепенно заменяется другой, проходя
через промежуточную стадию, когда обе частицы используются одновременно.

TIMOFEI  ARHANGELSKI (Hamburg)

UDMURDI  DISKURSUSEKLIITIKUTE  MURDELINE  VARIEERUVUS 

Udmurdi keeles on palju diskursusekliitikuid. Sageli on ühes foneetilises sõnas mitu
kliitikut, mis moodustavad ahela. Euroopa keelte puhul on mallide abil kliitikute ahe-
laid edukalt modelleeritud. Oma artiklis käsitlen udmurdi murrete kliitikute järjestust
nendes ahelates. Näitan, et murdeti on selles osas olulisi erinevusi ning mõnes mur-
des ka vaba varieerumist. Kuigi kliitikute ahelaid saab teatud reservatsioonidega mo-
delleerida udmurdi murrete puhul, ei ole selline lähenemine rakendatav udmurdi
keele kui terviku suhtes. Kliitikute järjestus võib ahelas olla enamasti meelevaldne.
See ei sõltu partiklite semantikast ega nende päritolust. Lisaks käsitlen udmurdi keele
tähelepanuväärset omadust, et teatud diskursusefunktsioone väljendavad eri mur-
retes täiesti erineva päritoluga partiklid. Seletan seda nähtust Jesperseni tsükliga, kus
üks keelend asendub järk-järgult teisega, läbides vahepealse etapi, kui mõlemat kasu-
tatakse samaaegselt.
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